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The TNF family member protein BAFF/BLYS is essential for B cell survival and plays an important role in regulating class switch recombination as well as in the selection of autoreactive B cells. In humans, increased concentrations of soluble BAFF are found in different pathological conditions, which may be as diverse as autoimmune diseases, B cell malignancies, and primary Ab deficiencies (PAD). Because the mechanisms that regulate BAFF levels are not well understood, we newly developed a set of mAbs against human BAFF to study the parameters that determine the concentrations of soluble BAFF in circulation. Patients with PAD, including severe functional B cell defects such as BTK, BAFF-R, or TACI deficiency, were found to have higher BAFF levels than asplenic individuals, patients after anti-CD20 B cell depletion, chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients, or healthy donors. In a comparable manner, mice constitutively expressing human BAFF were found to have higher concentrations of BAFF in the absence than in the presence of B cells. Therefore, our data strongly suggest that BAFF steady-state concentrations mainly depend on the number of B cells as well as on the expression of BAFF-binding receptors. Because most patients with PAD have high levels of circulating BAFF, the increase in BAFF concentrations cannot compensate defects in B cell development and function. The Journal of Immunology, 2012, 188: 497–503.

The B cell-activating factor of the TNF family (BAFF, BLYS) binds with different affinities to three different TNFR-like proteins expressed by B cells termed BAFF-R, TACI, and BCMA (1). Binding to BAFF-R activates the classical and the noncanonical NF-kB signaling pathways, resulting in the expression of a series of downstream genes that are essential for B cell survival (2–4). In humans, homozygous deletion of the BAFF-R gene results in severe B lymphopenia caused by the arrest of B cell development at the stage of transitional B cells (5). As a consequence, more mature B cell subsets, including follicular, marginal zone, and memory B cells, are present only in very small numbers and T-independent immune responses are severely impaired, proving that BAFF-R is one of the central survival receptors for human B cells (5). In mice, homozygous deletion of the BAFF-encoding Tnfsf13b gene interrupts B cell development at the stage of transitional B cells (6), whereas overexpression of BAFF results in a phenotype sharing some of the autoimmune manifestations found in human systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (7). Elevated BAFF levels have also been reported in patients suffering from different autoimmune diseases, including Sjögren’s syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, and SLE (8–10). Disruption of BAFF/BAFF-R interactions by BAFF-blocking Abs depletes naïve IgM+IgD−CD27− B cells in humans as well as in mice (11–13), and in a subgroup of SLE patients, the BAFF-blocking mAb belimumab has been found to be effective in reducing disease activity (12). Therefore, anti-BAFF therapy has recently been approved for SLE treatment.

Mutations in the BAFF-encoding Tnfsf13b gene have not been found so far in patients with primary antibody deficiencies (PAD). Analysis of BAFF serum concentrations in patients suffering from common variable immunodeficiency (CVID)—the most frequent PAD syndrome characterized by low levels of serum IgG and IgA and/or IgM concentrations, impaired in vivo B cell function, and lack of plasma cells (14, 15)—showed markedly increased BAFF levels but no relationship to clinical parameters, B cell numbers, and subsets (16). In a different study (17), an age-related increase in BAFF serum concentrations was reported in healthy donors and CVID patients, but the regulatory circuits of these apparently paradox findings (high BAFF levels and impaired or absent B cell function) remained unclear.
To gain further insight into the relationships between steady-state BAFF serum levels and maintenance of B cell homeostasis in humans, we systematically studied BAFF serum concentrations, B cell subsets, and numbers in relationship to clinical parameters in 309 CVID patients. To address whether the steady-state BAFF concentrations are mainly regulated by BAFF binding to receptor-bearing B cells or by other parameters such as inflammation or monocyte activation, we included other primary immunodeficiencies affecting B cell function such as BAFF-R, TACI, BTK, AID, CD40L, and ICOS deficiency. Samples from patients receiving anti-CD20 treatment and after splenectomy were included as a comparison for severe changes affecting B cell numbers or critical organs for B cell maturation, whereas samples from healthy donors as well as from cord blood and from the corresponding mothers served as controls. In this study we report that long-term steady-state BAFF serum concentrations in patients with PAD depend primarily on B cell numbers and on the presence of BAFF-R but not on inflammatory parameters, splenomegaly, or autoimmunity.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Female Lewis rats were purchased from RCC (Fueflinsdorf, Switzerland). Rats were used at 8 wk age. BALB/c, BALB/c Rag2-deficient, BALB/c human BAFF transgenic, and BALB/c Rag2-deficient human BAFF transgenic mice were maintained and bred in our animal facility under specific pathogen-free conditions. Human BAFF transgenic mice were generated in our laboratory using the β-actin promoter to drive the expression of the transgene. All animal experiments were carried out in accordance with institutional guidelines (permission nos. 1887 and 1888).

Patients

In total, 421 serum and plasma samples from patients between 1 and 79 y of age from centers in the Czech Republic, Germany, Italy, and in the United Kingdom were analyzed. The cohort included 2 AID (HIGM2)-deficient patients, 7 patients with CD40L deficiency (HIGM1), 2 with BAFF-R deficiency, 14 with homo- or heterozygous BAFF-R mutations, 5 TACI-deficient patients, 5 patients with ICOS deficiency, 1 patient with Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome, 20 patients with X-linked agammaglobulinemia (BTK deficiency), 3 patients with myotonic dystrophy type 2 caused by expansion of CCTG repeats in intron 1 of the Znf9 gene, 5 patients with Good’s syndrome, 8 with IgA deficiency, 7 patients with selective IgG deficiency, 1 patient with IgM deficiency, and 347 patients with CVID who were between 2 and 79 y old with a median age of 42 y. The female/male ratio in CVID patients was 1:1. Sera from 23 immunocompetent but splenectomized patients, from 11 anti-CD20 (rituximab)-treated SLE patients, and from 21 chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) patients were used for comparison, and sera from 50 adult healthy individuals and of 12 newborns and of their mothers were used as controls. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Albert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg (no. 78/2001), and all patients, parents, and control persons agreed by written informed consent.

Generation of anti-BAFF mAbs

Anti-BAFF mAbs were generated by immunizing Lewis rats with recombinant Fc-tagged human BAFF generated in our laboratory (18).

Antigen Preparation

To determine reference values for soluble BAFF, we first analyzed BAFF concentrations in sera of 52 adult healthy controls. As shown in Fig. 2A, the median BAFF level found in 52 adults was 0.6 ng/ml, ranging from 0.3 to 2.25 ng/ml. Sera from cord blood (Fig. 2B) contained more BAFF (2.1 ng/ml; range, 0.6–4.5 ng/ml) than the sera from the blood of the corresponding mothers (0.6 ng/ml; range, 0.3–2.25 ng/ml), suggesting that BAFF concentrations are higher in individuals when the immune system and the B cell repertoire are not yet fully developed.

Statistical analysis

Correlations between BAFF concentrations and other parameters were calculated with GraphPad Prism using the two-sided t test within a 95% confidence interval or the Spearman correlation.

Results

BAFF levels in serum of adult healthy controls and newborns

Soluble BAFF was detected in all patient samples except for three CVID patients who had BAFF concentrations at background levels (Fig. 2C). Because very low BAFF concentrations might result from mutations in the TNFSF13B gene, the coding regions of the alleles were sequenced but found to be normal (data not shown).

Most of the samples from non-CVID patients contained elevated BAFF levels except for the AID-deficient individuals and for one sample from a patient with IgAD, two patients with persistent polyclonal B lymphocytosis, and two patients with mytonic dystrophy due to mutations in ZNF9. From the patients of the CVID cohort, 48 of 347 analyzed samples (13.8%) had normal BAFF concentrations (mean ± SD: 0.6 ± 0.2 ng/ml; HD, 0.6 ± 0.3 ng/ml), whereas all others had increased BAFF concentrations with peak levels at 90 ng/ml (mean, 9.8 ± 15 ng/ml), and 44 (12.6%) samples contained BAFF at concentrations >20 ng/ml. In CLL patients, BAFF serum concentrations were very similar to healthy controls (t test, p = 0.8445).

BAFF ELISA

BAFF concentrations were measured by a sandwich ELISA using two different rat mAbs recognizing different BAFF epitopes. Serum or plasma was diluted in PBS containing 4% BSA and 0.2% Tween 20 (ELISA buffer) and applied to ELISA plates coated with 10 μg/ml mAb 2.81 in PBS. Plates were incubated for 2 h at room temperature and washed five times with H2O containing 0.2% Tween 20. After adding biotinylated mAb 4.62 at 2 μg/ml in ELISA buffer, plates were incubated for 2 h at room temperature, washed five times, incubated with streptavidin-conjugated alkaline phosphatase (Amersham Biosciences, Buckinghamshire, U.K.) in ELISA buffer for 1 h at room temperature, washed five times, and developed with DNP-phosphate (1 mg/ml) in diethanolamine substrate buffer at pH 9.8. After 30 min the reaction was stopped by adding 1 M NaOH and the OD at 405 nm was determined. The standard curve using recombinant BAFF (PeproTech) is shown in Fig. 1. The detection limit was ∼0.1 ng/ml BAFF, and differences between soluble BAFF concentrations in serum or plasma samples collected from the same individuals were not found.

FIGURE 1. Standard curve and detection limits. The ELISA was standardized using recombinant human BAFF. The detection limit is at 0.1 ng/ml soluble human BAFF.
Very high BAFF concentrations (≥10 ng/ml) were detected in samples of BTK patients, in patients with a homozygous BAFF-R deletion, in patients carrying heterozygous C193X TACI mutations, and in two ICOS patients with very low (≤2%) percentage of B cells (Fig. 2C, 2D). Intermediate levels (2–10 ng/ml) were found in patients with CD40L deficiency, myotonic dystrophy type 2, Good’s syndrome, selective IgG, IgA, or IgM deficiency, in splenectomized patients, and in anti-CD20 treated patients. Healthy controls and CLL patients had significantly lower BAFF concentrations (0.1–2 ng/ml) (Fig. 2A, 2C). As reported before (19–21), short-term depletion of B cells by anti-CD20 treatment correlated with an increase of BAFF levels in patients under treatment, which, however, did not reach the concentrations found in BTK and CVID patients. Long-term asplenia after splenectomy also led to an increase of BAFF, which was comparable to anti-CD20 treatment (Fig. 2C). These data suggest that cells residing in the human spleen are not the major source of soluble BAFF found in circulation.

Because soluble BAFF concentrations may change during aging (17), in response to infection (22), or with monocyte activation (23, 24) we compared BAFF concentrations of seven CVID patients during a 2-y period (Fig. 2E). Although up to 2-fold changes in BAFF levels were observed for four CVID patients, those who started with BAFF levels >10 ng/ml retained high levels and those who had intermediate BAFF concentrations ranging from 0.8 to 2.3 ng/ml remained at lower levels, indicating that in different individuals BAFF concentrations remain remarkably stable over long periods of time.

It was reported before that elevated BAFF serum concentrations associate with autoimmunity as well as with primary and acquired immunodeficiencies (5, 16, 17, 25). It was also proposed that in CVID, elevated BAFF levels result from increased constitutive production and/or underlying immunoregulatory or inflammatory conditions (16).

We therefore analyzed whether BAFF levels change with clinical complications frequently associated with PAD such as autoimmunity, splenomegaly, granuloma, and lymphoproliferation, but we failed to detect differences between patients with or without these complications (Fig. 3A). The comparison between BAFF concentrations and two parameters changing during infection or inflammatory, namely the percentage of neutrophils and the concentration of C-reactive protein (CRP) (Fig. 3B), only revealed a weak association with CRP (p = 0.0243, r = 0.198). Analyzing the data of 270 CVID patients, a weak inverse correlation was found between BAFF levels and age (Fig. 3B), although there were no differences in the distribution of BAFF concentrations comparing very young patients at ages <15 y (n = 22) and patients at ages >64 y (n = 23, data not shown).

Because we noted that BAFF concentrations were high in all BTK-deficient patients, who have extremely few B cells, but were very low in CLL patients, who have highly increased numbers of circulating and BAFF-R– and TACI-expressing cells (Fig. 2C, 2D), we analyzed whether BAFF levels in CVID patients with B cell pools of different size would correlate to the percentage and numbers of B cells (Fig. 4A, 4B). As suspected, an inverse, nonlinear correlation was found between soluble BAFF concentrations and the percentage (p < 0.0001, r = −0.5228) and number (p < 0.0001, r = −0.224) of circulating B cells. In particular, from the group of 50 CVID patients with ≤50 B cells/μl (normal range, 80–450 B cells/μl), only 13 (26%) had BAFF concentrations <10 ng/ml, whereas 28 (56%) patients had soluble BAFF concentrations ≥20 ng/ml. For patients carrying mutations affecting either directly or indirectly B cell development or dif-
differentiation (BTK, CD40L, ICOS) and BAFF binding (BAFF-R, TACI), the correlation between BAFF concentrations and the percentage (Fig. 4C; \( p < 0.0001, r = -0.8 \)) or numbers of B cells (Fig. 4D; \( p = 0.0001, r = -0.7 \)) was even stronger, and in BTK deficiency, similar BAFF levels were found in young (5 y) as in old (47 y) patients. These data suggest that the number of B cells, and thus the number of available BAFF-binding sites, is one of the most critical parameters in regulating the steady-state concentrations of soluble BAFF.

### BAFF concentration in the serum of wild-type and Rag2-deficient human BAFF transgenic mice

The results described above strongly indicated that soluble BAFF concentrations in humans are to a large extent determined by the number of B cells, in that individuals with low B cell numbers have higher circulating BAFF levels than do those with normal B cell numbers. The most simple explanation for this finding would be that “consumption” of BAFF by B cells regulates the concentrations of soluble BAFF. To test this hypothesis in a system where BAFF production is constant but the number of B cells is varying, we determined BAFF levels in the sera of wild-type (BALB/c) and Rag2/Il2rg double-knockout mice on a BALB/c background expressing a human BAFF transgene under the control of the \( \beta \)-actin promoter. Clearly, human BAFF was undetectable in wild-type and Rag2/Il2rg-deficient mice lacking the human BAFF transgene (Fig. 5), whereas human BAFF transgenic wild-type mice had soluble BAFF concentrations at \( \sim 10 \) ng/ml. In marked contrast, \( \sim 5 \)-fold higher BAFF levels (55 ng/ml) were measured in

---

**FIGURE 3.** Differences in BAFF concentrations between patients with or without clinical complications. A. Differences in BAFF concentrations (ng/ml) in a cohort of 70 CVID patients with a complete clinical and immunological record between individuals with or without autoimmunity (i), splenomegaly (ii), granuloma (iii), lymphoadenopathy (iv), lymphoproliferation (v), and lymphoid hyperplasia (vi). Significant statistical differences between groups of patients without or with these complications were not found by the two-tailed \( t \) test within a 95% confidence interval for unpaired samples with different variances. B. Correlations between BAFF concentration, the percentage of circulating neutrophils (i), the concentration of CRP (ii), or age (iii) determined by the Spearman correlation within a 95% confidence interval (n = 70). A weak but significant correlation was found between BAFF serum levels and CRP (ii; \( p = 0.0243, r = 0.1983 \)) or age (iii; \( p = 0.0356, r = 0.1279 \)). Horizontal lines represent geometric means.
transgenic human BAFF Rag2/Il2rg-deficient mice. Because human BAFF binds to murine BAFF-R and TACI expressed by the B cells of wild-type mice, and because the Rag2/Il2rg-deficient mice completely lack B lymphocytes, this result strongly supports our hypothesis that steady-state BAFF levels are to a large extent regulated by its consumption by B cells.

Although the concentrations of human BAFF in wild-type human BAFF transgenic mice were \( \sim4\) to 30-fold higher than in healthy controls (0.3–2.25 ng/ml), we did not observe any signs of autoimmunity. However, increased BAFF concentrations led to the 2- to 3-fold expansion of the B cell pool (data not shown), which is consistent with the survival promoting function of BAFF (26).

**Discussion**

BAFF-induced signals are essential for the development of a functional B cell compartment (1), and the treatment of patients with autoimmune diseases such as SLE with the BAFF-neutralizing Ab belimumab showed that transitional and naive IgD+CD27\(^-\) B cells are much more dependent on BAFF-induced survival signals than are IgD+CD27\(^+\) switched memory or IgD+CD27\(^+\) marginal zone-like B cells (11).

BAFF exists as membrane-bound protein and in a soluble form (27), which has been shown to aggregate into 3-mers or 60-mers depending on the primary structure of the protein (27–33). The cytokine is produced by hematopoietic (23) as well as by non-hematopoietic cells (34), and its expression has been found to be upregulated by proinflammatory responses (23, 27, 34, 35), during viral infections (25, 36, 37), and in various autoimmune conditions (8, 10, 38–40).

From studies of small cohorts of patients suffering either from common variable immunodeficiency, selective IgA deficiency, or X-linked agammaglobulinemia, increased levels of soluble BAFF have been reported in adolescent as well as in adult patients (16, 17). However, it remained unclear whether the increase in BAFF levels correlated to the size of the B cell pool, the developmental potential of B cells, or to immunodeficiency-related inflammatory conditions (16). BAFF-supported survival of transformed B cells and increased BAFF concentrations have also been reported for B lymphomas and leukemia (41–47), but the direct comparison of these results remains difficult since different BAFF-specific Abs and standards were used.

In this study we report the generation of a new set of mAbs against human BAFF, which we used to study factors regulating soluble BAFF concentrations in humans. To reveal whether the developmental stage of the immune system, the size of the B cell pool, and the availability of BAFF-binding receptors regulate soluble BAFF levels we tested samples from healthy newborns and adults, from patients with severe functional B cell defects such as BTK, BAFF-R, TACI, and AID deficiency, from patients with reduced B cell numbers after splenectomy or during anti-CD20–mediated B cell depletion, as well as in CLL patients who have a highly expanded, clonal B cell population.

By analyzing cord blood, we show that BAFF is present from birth on to support the maturation and survival of human B cells. The vast majority of B cells in newborns, who have in general \( \sim\)2-fold higher B cell numbers per blood volume unit than do adults, are transitional B cells, which express less BAFF-R than do mature B cells and are more susceptible to apoptosis. Thus, higher BAFF levels in newborns and small children (17) may be a physiological response to ensure the survival of transitional B cells and to support the expansion of a growing B cell compartment.

In healthy adults, soluble BAFF levels are very low (0.6 ± 0.3 ng/ml) or even below the lowest sensitivity limit of our assay,
suggesting that only as much BAFF is produced as is needed to provide sufficient survival signals to maintain and limit the size of the steady-state pool of B lymphocytes. This finding implies that feedback mechanisms exist that adjust BAFF production to the requirements of BAFF-dependent B cell subsets. One of the critical feedback loops seems to be the presence of BAFF-binding receptors. This interpretation is strongly supported by the >5-fold decrease in BAFF levels in human BAFF transgenic mice with a normal B cell compartment compared with their Rag2/Il2rg−/− counterparts. In BTK-deficient patients, who lack mature BAFF-R+ B cells from birth on, BAFF concentrations are up to 150-fold higher than in healthy controls. In BFF-R-deficient patients, who have up to 10-fold less circulating B cells lacking the receptor with the highest affinity for BAFF, BAFF levels are increased up to 100-fold, whereas in patients with heterogeneous TACI C193X mutations, who show normal BFF-R but reduced TACI expression and ligand binding (48), soluble BAFF levels are increased only up to 25-fold. In contrast, BAFF concentrations are close to normal in the patient carrying a heterozygous TACI A181E mutation, which allows almost normal TACI expression and ligand binding.

The regulation of soluble BAFF levels by steady-state B cell numbers is further supported by the results obtained from analyzing other genetically caused PAD. In this study, BAFF levels were inversely correlated with the percentage of circulating B cells but were independent of the mutations in AID, CD40L, or ICOS affecting different cells and functions required for the generation of switched memory B and plasma cells. Similar observations were made for other, genetically not yet defined primary immunodeficiencies such as Good’s syndrome and selective IgM, IgG, and IgA deficiencies. Again, BAFF levels inversely correlated to the numbers and the percentage of circulating B cells.

For CVID patients, a similar relationship between low numbers and percentage of circulating B cells and high BAFF levels was found, although it was not as pronounced as for the genetically defined primary immunodeficiencies since some patients showed both increased BAFF concentrations and normal or even increased B cell numbers. Elevated BAFF concentrations in splenectomized individuals and the lack of correlation between BAFF levels and splenomegaly, which is a sign of splenic dysfunction, indicate that spleen function is not required to maintain BAFF serum concentrations.

In none of the analyzed cohorts of PAD did BAFF concentrations correlate to autoimmune, splenomegaly, lymphadenopathy, or acute inflammation, as reflected by CRP levels or increased percentage of neutrophils. Therefore, the size of the B cell pool and the availability of BAFF receptors seem to be the primary factors regulating steady-state concentrations of soluble BAFF, although a long-term increase in BAFF levels in response to chronic infections and inflammation cannot be excluded. The differences between our human BAFF transgenic mice and other BAFF transgenic mouse lines in developing autoimmunity may be due to different genetic (7) backgrounds (BALB/c versus C57BL/6) and to differences in BAFF concentrations, which were 10- to 75-fold higher (49) than in our transgenic mice.

In conclusion, our results suggest that the number of B cells and the presence of BAFF-binding receptors determine the concentrations of soluble BAFF. Although multiple parameters that are not well understood act on BAFF-producing cells, the number of B cells and thus of available BAFF receptors seems to be one of the most important regulatory factors adjusting BAFF levels and the size of the B cell pool in adults. Many patients with PAD have low numbers of circulating B cells that are blocked in differentiating into switched memory B cells or plasma cells. Our study shows that in these patients defects in B cell development and function cannot be compensated by increased BAFF concentrations.
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